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NUMBER 41

A Rotten Job.

WORKMEN, STAY AWAY FROM MIDLAND AND DURANGO WORK AT HARRODSBURG, LA., UNTIL HUMAN CONDITIONS ARE FORCED THERE.

The Midland Bridge Co., of Kansas City, Mo., is building a bridge across the Oaxacita river, near Harrsensburg, Kans., for the United States government. Here are a few of the things charged against this concern by the escaped prisoners:

The man say they were hired in New Orleans by one Lit-otel, said to be a labor agent for Mid- and Birrigie Co., who promised them "free transportation," but that the company deducted transportation from their wages; on applying for their wages they were charged $200 a month for board heard on a par with that the lumber yard furnished the guards. Prisoners in its attempt to wreak their wrath. On the 5th men were PROBES BICK in a bushwhack about 30 miles from here. That they were forced to bury their own mosquitios bars or do without. That logs were ac- cording to our order to be cut around the bunk boards. Toil, practically no businsses to be seen around. Description. The work on this railroad is done under the threat of a shot of killing labor, but the wages are only from 25c to 50c per hour, to the detriment of the men and men are forced to purchase their supplies and clothes. Many men brought to this hole of the damned themselves stranded on payday, are reduced transportation home and, so, are compelled to heat their way and shield themselves in the sand.

Our advice is workingmen is to stay away from this railroad. The U.S. government sees fit to place laborers. You can and send them to Eugenio Alzalde, the Secretary of the I.W.W. We sent to Kinder, La., Sunday, October 16th, others were expected. Everyone invited.

Kinder Massmeeting

Secretary Jay Smith of the Southern District of the Forest and Lumber Workers' Unions, I.W.W., will speak at Kinder, La., Sunday, October 16th, others were expected. Everyone invited.

- You can free these men if you will. I am the I. W. W. PICKED TO DIE. I. W. W. W.

A rotten job.

Rebels! Save Cline, Rangel and Companions From The Huertaistas of Texas.

DEFENDERS OF LIBERTY:

FOUGHT GOOD MEN AND TRUE are being railroaded to the horrible penal colonies of the savage State of Texas, there to suffer shame and contumelies for the crime of opposing the army of the IDAW.

FOUGHT defenders of the citizenry, rebels against the crimes of committing murder by killing a Texas Deputy Sheriff, details thereof, has been railroaded for twenty-five, five and large for six years to worse than a living hell.

Close must be appealed.

CLINIC LAWYERS AND ALL HIS FELLOW VICTIMS are not only to praise him innocent of the frightful he that he did had of force to him, but his life, which is said by men on the case to have been broken in from this human Saunders, acting as a reporter for the San Antonio "Express," said it, as he repeated his appeal in the As- soc. Press' correspondence for the law he was sending out, intimated that he had to have a situation, even if some man had to pay for it with his life or liberty.

REFEES OF THE WORLD, TO THE RESCUE!

Remember, these fourteen men are not being railroaded, doomed to a worse than living death in the hellish, damnable savages of the State of Texas becoming one of them killed one of these by men called a Texas Deputy Sheriff, but because they are soldiers of HUMANITY and in this mighty struggle they were the swatting of the will of the timber walkers and Landowners of Texas as well as of Mexico, that their real and only

THE GOAL: A FREE RACE, IN A FREE WORLD.

PHILADELPHIA M. T. W.

Still Winning.

New York, N. Y., Oct. 3d, 1913. I have returned from Philadelphia, where I had been helping them there to settle up some difficulties with our beloved masters. Local No. 8, of the I. W. W., had a meeting of the 17th of last month, and since then they have continuously been on an agit- 1

ation to organize all the men that work on the lighter boats, which carry coal to all the coal yards in the city (as all the coal yards are on the waterfront, and coal ships as well. They have been working for the things of the I. W. W. for a year and a half, and, naturally, as soon as they organized 85 per cent. of the slaves (I have been told), claimed the wage paid to them was not what it ought to be. They met with a special meeting, and what do you think the result was? They will not work without a raise, and the result was a pay-cut and pastrano: they elected a committee at that meeting to draw up a new scale of wages to take place immediately, with a proviso that it should be deducted from their wages in the form of 'holidays' per week. Hoke joke "let them vote" said the workers, and a vote was taken. In the meantime, to-morrow noon to come thither with these demands, and I do not think the I. W. W. will run after 12 G. Some of the bosses was in my presence that the men were taking advantage of the short notice, and they (the employ- ers) had to give in because they were up a tree. But, considering what the men had done, there would never be a friendly feeling like the past.

A man by the name of Kelly (who is an old veteran in the warehouses of Aberdon and San Diego, or Diego, or De Diego), said he was a member of the I. W. W. was serving on the committee. Say, Hail, I. W. W., and I. W. W. Kirby also took the breath out of my lungs— when this rough world of a workingman's life. I. W. W.'s may, he told me, and his friends feeling in the shape of things, of them here work per week. Why, Hail, I would have given the prize to you young boys to meet these mass meetings of I. W. W. and the voice of you there to have it. There must have been some men had ever spoken to him according to his being. He must have been patriotic because he turned into the national colors many times, his jaws got lock- ed, his tears were with cold sweat, and his eyes lost that lustre of old times. The cat jumped on the dock eating the nick bottle, the dog jumped out of the window, an auto moved all the time percepted at the same time, and the trolley put off— get all in. This was all within my sight, and I saw it myself, and, as I said before, all the results were not in the different parts of the earth at that same time.

Every one of the seven companies engaged in that kind of work five days on the demand. The remaining two companies were paralyzed absolutely, i.e., as a single beat, moved. After two days of strike the largest of the two companies holding out gave in, and I suppose that the remaining company has given in by this time.

COUNTING THE VICTORIES:

JOHN THE N. L. OF FOREST AND LUMBER WORKERS TODAY.

FRANK E. SCHLES, SEC., WESTERN DISTRICT.

JAY SMITH, SEC., SOUTHERN DISTRICT.

R. A. AXON, LOS ANGELES.

BUNK CLEARINGS

B HAG OF HUNGER AND HUNGER-Wolf-Dog, Expelled From Mexico, On Their Way Into The United States And Canada, Unite! And Bar These "Refugees!"

I. W. W.

TO THE DEFENSE!

It is true that these fourteen men were not in the service of the I. W. W. when they were seized by the Huertaistas of Texas, but it is true that they were in the army of the DARK-ING, W. T. I. W. OFFICE LABOR, and therefore it is our FOUNDATION to have them back that they were the Scarlet Hands of Huertaistas as of Ellice off the streets of Emerson and his comrades, let us trip them off the throats of Charlie Cline and his comrades organizing. Let- tions and Texas Rebels. Remember the good work Charlie Cline did in defense and his hunger and your kindness; remember that it is partly for this work we are in danger of a living death, that he and his brother are facing in the blackest of all black and his brothers. Where he is killing labor, but the wages are only from 25c to 50c per hour, to the detriment of the men and men are forced to purchase their supplies and clothes. Many men brought to this hole of the damned themselves stranded on payday, are reduced transportation home and, so, are compelled to heat their way and shield themselves in the sand.

You WHOSE DUTY it is to help them, IMMEDIATELY, all the funds you can and send them to Eugenio Alzalde, Chair, Defense Committee, cue Judge J. W. Hudson, Port- outh, Texas. And Be SURE to RE- QUEST all letters containing funds. In writing Charlie, and any of the other prisoners, address them care Judge Judkins, who is their leading council. The committee elected by the I. W. W. to look into accounts for the Defense Fund are: Eugenio Alzalde, Cline and J. R. Rangel. A full accounting will be made. The prisoners are: Pedro Davila, Louis E. Ortiz, Domingo E. Basilio Leonidas P. Vasquez, Luis Mendez, Bernardino Mendez, Eugenio Alzalde, Louis Gut- zales, Miguel F. Martinez, Chavez, Chavez, Elio Serrano, Jesus Gonzalez. Their lawyers are Judge E. W. Had- son and Moore, J. L. Prangell and Magus Smith.

These are the fourteen who have asked me, Carrington Hall, to appeal to I. W. W., the Militias of Labor Thrown down and defended them from a doom that is worse than death: of torture in the horrible peni- tentiaries of the Huertaistas of Tex-
I am out to take it, to appropriate it, to own and manage it, to com-
sume with my fellow workers.

... and hunger and I want and I may be compelled to
slave in your iron prisons. Grudgingly, unwillingly, I may have to
sell you my labor power, and sacrifice on the altar of your
的确是...

... the union is the sole condition of entree into, and the source of
workers needs; and leadership
toleration...
dran:ce to the progress of the organization instead of a help to it.

Democracy is the most devlish lumber concern in Louisiana has for its bad a clubman. Lord, help us! It makes us dwell on that time-worn phrase "consent thus to be sacrificed.

This Long-Bell outfit used to not pay a man at all between their monthly periodical, and some printer probably located stations in the country. They denounced their time on two occasions, and I am very glad that their method of doing business enabled me to devote so generously to that million-dollar army composed by militant minority functions best in that type of organization. We shall outrage all your temples, we shall blaspheme all your holy shrines. We shall send the message to them, on a wing flying through the atmosphere of the world. We shall have been overthrown.

This is a mighty good world to graft in, To see the sun rise, to see the sun set. We shall force the consciousness of the individual to the fight; We shall outrage all your temples, we shall blaspheme all your holy shrines. We shall send the message to them, on a wing flying through the atmosphere of the world. We shall have been overthrown.

This is a bargain that we have with the ox-men to the fight; We shall outraged all your temples, we shall blaspheme all your holy shrines. We shall send the message to them, on a wing flying through the atmosphere of the world. We shall have been overthrown.

We shall have been overthrown. We shall have been overthrown.
Adventures of the Sab Cat's Kittens.

La. S. P. After "The Voice."

Small Bundles

Mutualism is the last of life. In order to give individual rebels and small locals a chance to help THE VOICE, use RUSH REMITTANCES. We pay for every word now more work than the editor can rightly do, and we make the bit having offer on small bundle order:

UNITED STATES, 5 copies, 13 weeks, $ 1.00

CANADA, 4 copies, 13 weeks, $1.00

We would like all small bundles now for those who the束 on this basis as soon as possible.

"The fight is on--on with the fight!"

Help the Voice

Local Unions and individuals enlisting THE VOICE for bundle orders, please use RUSH REMITTANCES.

We compelled to pay all accounts in cash, or we are unable to carry on for the next accounts 30 to 60 days and will have to discontinue this practice after this month unless we have RUSH REMITTANCES.

Help THE VOICE keep up the fight to carry light into the jungles of the world. For every cent it earns you for your own entertainment. Get busy now with the bundle that takes more than your own share of labor--bundling work, bundling and the bottle, and the language known as the ALMA MATER--FRENCH, and RUSH REMITTANCES.

Rangel Appeals To Working Class.

Your letter, or better said, your answer to Charles Eltie, has our approval. Again we protest against the false versions, against the lies published by the reactionary press, and against the lie that substances and their hosts and his lot of vagabonds are fighting to gain power for their own personal ambition; we are fighting against his regime, his system, going toward liberty and justice for all. The only thing left to the saboteur, the only thing left to the racketeer, the only thing left to the thief is the power over the masses, the use of the fellow-creatures as an instrument for his own personal interest. Here, here is our main fault. We can not it is not just to do this or that--our government, is not sold to anybody, we are engaged to our own rule. We have had the misfortune to fall into the hands of scab newspaper--we think, we firmly believe that you and your friends, the millions of the "Unions" will not help us to suppress our struggle. We are accused by your persecutors of a crime we have not committed.

Please, address everything to EUGENIO ALZADE, who has the charge of receiving funds and to notice our "tagamone" for the relative publication.

Yours in freedom's cause,

F y I.

C. M. RANGER.

LaS. P. After "The Voice."

Thanksgiving

(By an Honest Capitalist.)

We thank Thee, Gas, in the tone of those who are glad of a good gift.

We thank Thee, Yea, that Thou hast prospered us abundantly.

And blessed us more than the common herd.

And blessed us with the heart's intention.

But much, let us own, with the lips' corroboration.

"Thou Lord, what is a servile prayer.

Thank Thee, for the leggar's breasts are bare.

Thank Thee, for our own full food is spread

While another creature is lacking sustenance.

Thanks that our own full-fed runs around,

While a starving baby braves the storms.

"Thanking!" The word is a godless toil.

From the "House of Hate" to the "House of Love."

Until I share my afternoon crust

With inner sim, with prey, or jester, or jest,

I will not channel to God and raise 

My complaint eye, and call it praise.

Which, even I, that Thee givest a through:

What hard, not shared with Thy love and food?

I look at the world and see the field

For all from forest and some field,

And because I have scoured a flare,

Shall I answer Thanksgiving and only thanks? Thank! Nay, for though I am elbowed, I know

The tinkle of the hungering want.

And though my looks are full, I can feel the craft

Of the bloody bones on the fortune rack.

I have looked in the play and have not found.

But I know the shrink of the soul it it.

Yes, even as I am even of those

Who can not, will not, heed these words.

I am what I am, but I will not be

At one with the same-lipped, cheery,

Phantoms

Those who pretend God for his earthly gains

While misery strides through the window-pane.

The Coffee Vault next to New Orleans famous

Creole Bakery & Restaurant

SABOTAGE

By Emile Pouget and Arturo Giovannitti, a book every worker should read.

Pouget, 25 cents, postpaid, Address: The Voice of The People, Box 58, Oakland, California. Or for $1.00 we will send you a copy of Sabotage and the Voice of the People, $2.00.

Red Cross Drug Store

5th and Jackson Streets--Opposite Union Depot

ALEXANDRIA, LOUISIANA

DRUGS, MEDICINES, SURGICIES AND TOILET ARTICLES

"The Prices of Drug Stores and Supermarkets are not comparable. Get your drugs at the Red Cross Drug Store." Super prices, all Drug articles, and very high quality. We have the usual records and music. New book, "The Voice of the People", free with this order. The healthiest way to get your goods.

Telephone number 276

Atlantic to Pacific Coast

No. or 100,00 Southern District--Notice

All Southern locals I. W. W. should get in touch with Secretary J. W. Smith at once and arrange a meeting for the following C. H. Edwards, G. E. Brown, member, who has just returned from the General Convention of the I. W. W. at St. Louis, and is engaged in new programme work.

These meetings will be able to arrange a meeting for the following H. Edwards by writing to the Secretary in 76, Alexandria, La.

REVIEW and VOTE, $1.00

We have had a few six months periods to the "International Socialist Review", the great fighting "Red Socialists Organized... Now as they last, we sell THE REVIEW for $1.00 for 10 weeks (both) for One Dollar. Order to-day if you don't miss this chance.

LECTURE

By ROBERT P. BLUMING

ON "SOCIALISM AND THE WORLD" (INTELLECTUALS)." FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24, 8 P.M. Under the Auspices of the WORKERS' EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION.

314 St. Charles Street.

Rebels, Attention!

All Western and Northern rebels, on your mark, get set, you are about to start the final battle. Do not fail you, on your side, the South, pleasure to try and land on jobs in the South. You must once communicate with Secretary J. W. Smith, 28, Alexandria, La. Cut this out and keep it for reference. Help us over the railroad the infamous system of Southern poverty.

Pacific Coast Notice.

The Southern District desires to bring John Panton into its territory this month. We announce, in the perfect possible date, that he can come if the COAST LOCALS at San Pedro, Los Angeles, Redlands, Imperial Valley, Cal., and Huber, Iri., will arrange means to help him make his way out. For full particulars, write Jay Smith, Sec., Box 87, Oct., Box 78, Alexandria, La.

We are Specialists on the South Western States of California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas.

We make bargains on the " fixes " of the South West.

The note is signed by the Director: WILLIAM H. NELSON, 1895-1905.

A. C. I. A. A.